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Weather: Get out the snow plows and the bikinis Tuesday, October 21, 1986 
The Central Florida Future 
Volume 19 Number 17 University of Central Florida/Orlando Twenty pages 
College of Business 
gets $1 ·million chair 
Intramural battle 
Rob Peery/Central Florido Future 
The annual battle between Pi Kappa Alpha and Lambda Chi Alpha fraternities left Lamb-
da Chi on the short end of the score as the Pikes won, 13-6. 
Campuses being pulled 
into politics by candidates 
by Karen L. Ziebell. 
COLLEGJ: PRESS SERVICE 
and suggested the schools endorsed him. 
Colleges are being forced unwillingly into 
the upcoming elections by candidates who 
just won't leave the campuses' alone. 
Sen. Don Nickles has been using film 
footage of Oklahoma State football coach Pat 
Jones in his re-election ads, despite an OSU 
rule requiring advance permission to use its 
logos. 
Both gubernatorial candidates in South 
Carolina have used the USC logo, while 
Republican candidate Carroll Campbell also 
distributed buttons linking him to the 
Clemson Tigers. 
Texas Christian University, Texas A&M, 
Clemson, South Carolina and Oklahoma 
State, among other schools, in recent weeks 
have found themselves prominently featured 
in politicians' fall campaigns. In all cases, the 
politicians never asked the schools' 
permission to use the colleges' registered 
trademarks. 
"It is not our job, nor is it our wish, to get 
involved in a campaign," said one college 
official. 
Nebraska's trademarked "Herbie Husker," 
along with Ronald Reagan, appeared at a 
fundraiser for Republican gubernatorial 
candidate Kay Orr, provoking an angry 
rebuke from university officials. 
TCU and Texas A&M last week forced U.S. 
"The chancellor," reported campus 
spokesman Bob Bruce, "did not and does not 
feel it's appropriate for the university to be 
Rep. Joe Barton R-Texas, to stop showing 
veral TV ads featuring the colleges' logos, SEE CAMPAIGNS, PAGE 6 
Alcohol Awareness Week swings· 
into gear during Homecoming at UCF 
Stan Report 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The third National 
ollegiate Alcohol Awareness 
W k is upon UCF, just as 
the cores from the second 
one b gin to roll in. 
Grades on the Equivalence 
Apptitude Test were higher 
thi y ar with 59 percent of 
merican knowing the 
f rmula for quivalent 
mount of alcohol, a report 
fr m Th Will Roger 
In titu t ted. 
c rd.in to the report, 1 7 
m ric n no 
of r 5 
nd 1.25 
contain 
indicates the amount of 
alcohol awareness in our 
society. There are no myths 
about alcohol, only the facts 
are important if people are to 
better understand their 
responsibilities, the report 
said. 
College courses do not stop 
the student who says he has 
just had a few beers, fact-
based information does. The 
report said 50 percent of all 
accident fatalities are the 
result of drunk drivers and far 
too many accidents are 
caused by misinformation, 
such as the two-thirds 
arrested for DWI who 
ay,"ju t had beer." 
-- whether you have had beer, 
wine or booze. One American 
dies in an alcohol-related 
traffic accident every 35 
minutes. It is better to walk 
an extra mile or spend the 
night at a friend's than to risk 
taking lives on the road. 
Eat food -- never drink on 
an empty stomach. Eat before 
you go to a party and eat 
while you are there. Solid 
foods such as cheese can slow 
down the rate at which 
alcohol is absorbed into the 
body. If you 're throwing a 
party, serve lots of munchies 
and plenty of mixers. 
Third, do not be pushed 
into drinking more than you 
can handle and do not 
pressure your friends to keep 
Stan Report 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
On Oct. 16 UCF announced 
the establishment of a $1 
million Eminent Scholar 
Chair, named for the late Carl 
H. Galloway Jr. of Winter 
Park. 
The chair is the second 
endowed chair in the College 
of Business Administration, 
and the fourth at UCF. 
The Galloway Chair has 
been established in 
·accordance with the Eminent 
Scholars Act of 1978, which 
directs how private 
contributions totaling 
$600,000 are to be matched 
with $400,000 in state funds 
to reach the million-dollar 
endowment. The proceeds, in 
turn, are used to fund salary 
requirements of a 
distinguished professor in a 
college as well as to pay for 
necessary operating costs of 
the chair. 
Galloway, who died Jan. 28, 
1972, was vice president of 
commercial operations for 
Winter Park Telephone 
Company and Orange City 
Telephone Company, now 
United Telephone of Florida. 
He was the son of the late 
CarC Hill Gallo_way Sr., 
mount of 
Some common sense 
urvival tip offered by The 
Institute might be useful and 
could possibl save a life. 
up with you. Everyone has an Future Pele? 
individual tolerance. Let your 
founder of the Winter Park 
Telephone Company, and was 
a lifelong resident of Wjnter 
Park. 
Galloway was a familiar 
figure in the telephone 
industry, and known 
throughout the state for his 
civic activities. He was a 
member. and past director of 
the Winter Park Rotary Club 
and Winter Park Chamber of 
Commerce. He was a charter 
member of the Winter Park 
Christian Church and 
member of the Central 
Florida Council of the Navy 
League. 
"The Carl H. Galloway 
Chair in Business 
Adminis tra ti on is a 
noteworthy example of the 
close and special relationship 
the UCF College of Business 
Administration has with the 
Central Florida community,'' 
Dr. Clifford Eubanks, dean of 
the college, said. ''The 
creation of this chair will 
perpetually pay high 
dividends through the 
enhancement of excellence in 
higher education." 
He expressed a special note 
of appreciation to Galloway's 
widow, Ernestine, "for her 
generosity and commitment 
SEE ENDOWMENT, PAGE 7 
Donna Calloway/Central FlondO Future 
ing th 
a it 
First, do not drive after a 
tailgate par y or happy hour 
This youngster practiced on his soccer skills at Saturday's 
SEE BOOZE, PAGE s 1 women's soccer tournament. 
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Go fly a kite Donna Calloway/Central Florida Future 
A breezy, cool Saturday afternoon is a pe.rfect kite-flying 
time, as this UCF student found out. 
UCF gets state's first 
,. gravity base network 
Staff Report 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
UCF has become the first 
site in Florida to join the 
International Absolute 
Gravity Base Net. 
The gravity network, 
established by the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration, takes 
accurate measurements of the 
earth's gravitational field. 
The measurements are used 
to establish a reliable gravity 
reference network in the 
United States. 
Participation in the 
program gives UCF access to 
the nationwide measurement 
network. 
A brass gravity disk has 
• BUSINESS WORKSHOP 
The latest evening 
workshops sponsored by the 
Small Business Develop-
ment Center at UCF, will be 
held at the Palm Bay Holi-
day Inn on Oct. 16 and Oct. 
23. 
Further information is 
a ailable through the Palm 
Bay Chamber of Commerce 
at 723-0799. 
• ORGAN DONATION 
The Preprofessional 
1 di al ociet is sponsor-
ing an organ donor drive in 
front of th library on Oct. 
22. Informa ion on how to 
me an or an donor will 
ail ble. The table ill 
up from 9 a.m. to 5 
p.m. 
been installed in the steps 
leading up to the UCF Health 
and Physics Building to mark 
the site . A preliminary 
measurement of the earth's 
gravitational field at that 
location has been made by 
physicists on the faculty. 
The NOAA is preparing to 
do the absolute measurement 
later this fall. While the 
preliminary measurement is 
very accurate, the final 
measurement will be more 
exact. 
UCF was selected as a site 
because the NOAA wanted to 
include a major university 
from each state in the 
program and because Central 
Florida varies least from the 
SEE GRAVITY, PAGE 4 
• ROW YOUR BOAT 
The UCF bookstore is giv-
ing away a West Bend Row-
ing Machine as part of its 
latest contest. 
The exerciser is on display 
at the bookstore and the 
contest is open to anyone. 
No purchase is necessary. 
Just fill out the entry form 
at the bookstor.e before Oct. 
31. 
• ROLLINS CONCERT 
The Rollins Chapel Choir 
and The Orlando Chamber 
Players will perform on Sun-
da ov. 9, in the Knowles 
emorial Chapel at Rollins 
College. 
Conducted by Alexander 
nder on. the performance 
Computer professor fills 
$1 ·million endowed chair 
Staff Report 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The $1 million endowed 
Charles N. Millican chair in 
computer science at UCF has 
been filled by Dr. N arsingh 
Deo, internationally known 
for his work with computers 
and computing techniques. 
Deo comes to UCF from 
Washington State 
University, where he had 
been on the faculty since 
1977. Deo earned. his 
doctorate in electrical 
engineering from 
Northwestern University. 
His endowed chair at UCF is 
named in honor of Dr. Charles 
N. Millican, the first 
president of UCF, and was 
funded by private 
contributions and matching 
state funds in 1983. 
Deo, born in India, received 
his bachelor of science degree 
with highest honors from 
Patna University. He later 
earned a degree in electrical 
engineering from the Indian 
Institute of Science in 
Bangalore. He also holds a 
master's degree in electri~al 
engineering from the 
California Ins ti tu te of 
Technology. 
He headed the computer 
science department at 
Washington State from 1980 
to 1983. He previously was a 
professor and the head of the 
computer center and 
computer science program at 
the Indian Institute of 
Technology, in Kanpur, 
India, for six years. 
Deo has also taught at the 
University of Nebraska; 
California State University, 
SEE DEO, PAGE. 4 . 
Possible Legionnaires' disease 
strikes two college campuses 
Staff Report 
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE 
sure they do not have it. 
In the last two weeks, officials of two 
different campuses 200 miles apart have 
found bacteria associated with Legionnaires' 
disease in their air conditioning systems. 
At Yale's Dunham Computer Center and 
Maryland's Mill Building, officials said they 
began searching for causes after workers 
complained of headaches and nausea. On 
both campuses, health workers found 
Legionella pneumophillia in the cooling tanks 
of the air conditioning systems. 
One person has contracted the disease, 
while 20 others are undergoing tests to make 
Splish·splash 
SEE LE~IONNAIRES', PAGE 7 
Donna Calloway /Central Florida Future 
Jhe Pi Koppa Alpha fraternity does its rendition of synchronized swimming at the recent 
Anchor Splash Pooldoy. Proceeds will aid research for the blind. 
features Cantata No. 61 and 
The Magnificat by J.S. Bach 
and The Serenade for Str-
ings by Lennox Berkley. 
Florida Symphony Or-
chestra member Mark 
Fischer will perform a solo in 
Hayden's Concerto No. 1. 
The concert begins at 8 
p.m. and is free to the public. 
• INSURANCE TALK 
Dennis Nye, chief of the 
Bureau of Insurance at the 
Department of Administra-
tion in Tallahassee, will 
speak to faculty and staff 
members at UCF Oct 23 
from 10 to 11 a.m. 
He will appear in the 
Theater Auditorium and will 
repeat the seminar in the 
Health and Physics 
Building Room 359. 
The seminars will feature 
information on the State of 
Florida health insurance 
programs with questions to 
follow. 
• SOLAR WORKSHOP 
The Florida Solar Energy 
Center has scheduled a 
workshop on energy-
efficient construction techni-
ques, for Oct. 29 at Valencia 
Community College. 
Architects, engineers and 
builders are encouraged to 
attend. People building their 
own homes are also en-
couraged to attend. 
The workshop is in Room 
4-120 at VCC. The registra· 
tion fee is $49 and includes 
handouts. More information 
is available from Joan Stirl-
ing at (305) 783-0300. 
• NURSE SCHOLARSHIPS 
Scholarships for critical 
care nurses are now 
available for the 1987-88 
academic year. The BSN 
scholarships, through the 
Educational Advancement 
Scholarship fund, are ad-
ministered by the American 
Association of Critical Care 
Nurses. 
Application forms and 
more information are 
available by writing to the 
AACN national office, Pro-
fessional Relations Dept., 1 
Civic Plaza, Newport Beach, 
Calif. 92660. 
Deadline for applying is 
Jan. 15, 1987. 
.t,Jhe central Rorido Future, October 21, 1986 
DEO 
FROM PAGE 3 
Los Angeles; UCLA and the 
University of Illinois-Urbana. 
His recent work has been 
funded by various agencies, 
including the Na ti on al 
Scienc~ Foundation, U.S. 
Army Research Office, the 




Holder of several U.S. 
patents in computer 
hardware and a recipient of 
NASA's Apollo Achievement 
A ward, Deo has published 
over 50 research papers and 
four textbooks. 
GRAVITY· 
FROM PAGE 3 
ideal site criteria established 
by the NOAA. 
The final measurements 
will be made with a new 
absolute gravity instrument 
developed by Dr. Jam es 
Faller, of the University of 
Colorado. This instrument 
can determine the value of 
gravity more accurately than 
was previously possible. 
The more accurate values 
will provide information for 
the calibration of other 
gravity instruments used for 
exploration and industrial 
purposes. 
As gravity varies and shifts 
over time, OAA want to 
update past measurem n 
using the new tech~que. 
In addition, the NOAA will 
use the information to make a 
detailed map of the earth 
terrain for navigation 
purposes and for scientific 
investigations into the causes 
of earthquakes. 
r--------------------------------------------------------------------, MINI CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING FORM 
CLASSIFICATION 
D ROOMMATES D FOR RENT 
D FOR SALE D HELP WANTED 
D SERVICES D TYPISTS 
D PERSONALS 
Insertion dates: _______ _ 
$0.50 per line: Students, staff, & faculty 
$1.00 per line: Non-students, & businesses 
(Boldface extra) 
PREPAYMENT ONLY 
PLEASE PRINT one letter or punctuation mark per space, 
leaving one space between each word. 
1 
2 .._..___._.__.__.__.__.__.___._....__...._...____..__.__.__.__..__.___._....__.___..__.___.__.__.___.__.____.__....__..___...____..__.__.. 
3 .__..__. ........... _.__.__.___.__._...._..._.._..___._.__.__.__.__._...._..._.._..___._.__.__.__.__._....__._.._..___._._--i 
4 .__..__. ........... _.__.__.__.__._...._..._.._..___._.__.__.__.__.__._..._.._..___._.__.__.__.__._...._..._.....__,.._._._--i 
5 .__..__. ........... _.__.__.__.__._...._..._.._..._._.__.__.__.__.__.__._..___,.___._.__.__.__.__._...._..._.._..._._._--i 
To order cla ifieds multiply the total number of 
lines b the appropriate rate. Send a check to The 
C'entral Florida Future Classifieds, P.O. Box 
25000, Orlando, Florida 32816 or stop b The 
Central Rorida FU ture Business office. Prepay· 
ment is required. The deadline for Tuesday' 
paper is 1 :00 the Friday prior to publication, and 
for Thursday· s paper 11 :00 the Tuesday prior to 
publication. If you have any questions or com-
ments, call Mike at 275-2601 
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AND ... 
M ny local libraries provide 
audi cassettes, videotapes, a 
reference set of IRS free 
publ ·cations, and reproducible 
tax forms. 




ror che pnce of i posuge stamp. 
you can get a FREE copy of this booklet 
about the causes of 1nOatt011. and 
~t you can do to help stop 1t Wnte now' 
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Own Your Own! 
2Bed/2Bath Townhomes 1.2 Miles south of campus on Alafaya Trail 
Become Your Own Landlord 
Furnished model open daily 
1 on- at, 10 - 6P L 
Sun 12noon - 6P . 
~ -~J. :: - ~ C Paddle Fans 
~ Fox Hunt Lanes ---- . 
SaJe price 553,900, 52700 down. 551,250 mortgage, 8% AR.M., plus o minus 2% Annual Cop, Lifetime cop 14% 





Earn Extra cash (flexible hours) 
while working in a relaxed 
business environment. 
$100 - $200 per week 
Call 
Orlando Jaycees 843-4810 
SPACE COAST SURVIVAL GAMES 
•· \. ' 
;~ : •, , TM 
;'fl t I ~ . . 
FUN • EXCITEMENT 
America's Outdoor Adventure Game 
Be The Hero You Always Wanted Tc1 Be 
Individuals Or Large Groups 
Guys & Gals 
played every weekend 
ARTIE HUBBARD 
ciwner 
CALL TODA'• 101( r(E SUNATIONS & IN~ORMAllON 
(305) 639·2024 
BOOZE 
FROM PAGE l 
friends pace themselves. 
Keep a watchful eye. Cocktails should 
contain no more than 1.25 ounces of booze, 
wine is commonly no more than a 9-ounce 
serving and a typical serving of beer is 12 
ounces. If your mixing your own drink, use a 
shot glass to measure. 
Finally, know yourself - and your mood. If 
you rarely drink, chugging a few beers will 
affect you faster than it would affect someone 
who is accustomed to drinking. Your mood 
can also influence the way you react to a 
drink. If you're depressed over a test, 
drinking will depress you further. 
e Ce trot Florido Future. October 21 . 1986 5 
ome common, and dangerou • m. rth 
about alcohol that The In titute aid hould 
be di pelled. 
I •th o. 1: You can pace yourself b 
switching from liquor to beer/wine. 
Wrong. You consume the same amount of 
alcohol and can get you just as drunk, from 
the mo t common servings of beer, wine and 
liquor. 
lyth o. 2: Coffee can sobber you up if 
your drunk. 
Wrong. Coffee may wake you up, but it will 
not sober you up. If you drink one too man 
and then have a cup of coffee and drive, you 
are just a wide-awake drunk behind the 
wheel. Cold showers don't do the trick ei her. 
They'll only make ou wet and drunk. 
THIS YEAR 
PUT AN ENDlOYOUR 
DEADLYK"Blt 
. . 
Great Americ~~ Sm0ke~ut-Nov.2o f E"' 
IT'S A MATTER OF PRIDE! 
Wear The Camouflage Uniform 
Of The Army National Guard! 
Ifs a Part-Time Job 
·with Full-Time PRIDE! 
Call Your Guard Armory Today 
Orl-800-342-6528 
Than ks to you ... 
it works ... 
for ALL OF US 
• UnlbedW.y 
• irish pub night 
o8:30pm SCA with 









983 E. Altamonte cir. 
Altamonte Springs, Fl. 








UCF students -. I 
11am -1pm 
on the green . 
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CAMPAIGNS 
FROM PAGE l 
associated with political activities." 
The reason, of course, is that such 
politicians hold campus pursestrings. 
Schools that back the wrong candidate could 
find their state or federal budgets cut. 
"When we're trying to raise money," said 
Larry Hugick of the Gallup Organization iu 
New York, "you want to get people on both 
sides of the aisle. You want to stay above the 
politics in order to do that." 
Hugick said he can't remember previous 
campaigns in which candidates were so eager 
to associate themselves with their local 
campuses, but he could offer no speculation 
why they would want to this year. 
Colleges also need to protect the 
trademarks on their logos. 
In recent years, hundreds of schools have 
registered their logos in order to profit from 
the sale of T-shirts and other items. The 
revenue from licensing the the logos has 
become important to many of the colleges. 
"We want to restrict any abuse (of their 
logo)," explained Mike Gore, who handles 
logo licensing for Texas A&M. "Then, it is 
only for resale items like T-shirts and the 
like." 
"Congressman Barton doesn't fall under 
the resale category," added Gore of the 
politician who used the TCU and Texas A&M 
logos in his campaign bumperstickers and 
ads. 
But Barton R 1972 Texas A&M graduate, 
didn't realize he was doing anything wrong, 
asserted campaign manager Cathy Hay. 
Hay figured using the logos was just a 
good way to attract the student vote. 
Congressman Barton is the only Texas 
representative with two Southwest 
Conference schools in his district," Hay said. 
'The student vote is important" to him. 
Gallup's Hugick thinks the real aim is to 
attract the votes of students' parents 
because "young people don't vote (often). 
They have low rates of registration and an 
even lower rate of turnout." 
Barton first used the the A&M logo in 
1984, Hay recalled, and "the university never 
said anything, so we figured it was OK (to do 
it again)." 
When the Nickles ad featuring OSU 
football coach Jones appeared on television, 
the coach told the school's paper he was "not 
sure what political party Nickles represents," 
although the two had "met once." 
South Carolina, which lets non-profit 
groups use its block "C" logo and Gamecock 
emblem, was also caught by surprise. ''We 
did not anticipate (it) would be used in 
political campaigns," said USC attorney Pat 
Ward. 
USC, anxious not to offend, decided to 
allow both gubernatorial candidates to use 
the symbols this fall, though ''the policy may 
be reviewed after the political season is 




INTERESTED? . CALL 275-2865 
THE CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Thanks to you ... 
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Write to: 
McGruff" 
Crime Prevention Coalit:ion 
Box6600 
Rockville, Md. 20850 
TAKE A BITE OUT OF 
JIM' TIRE SERVICE 
18768 E. Hwy. 50 • Bithlo • 568-5102 
USED TIRES example: NEW TIRES example: 
13" S12 to 520 235 75815" $49.95 
14" $14 to 520 195/75814" $40.95 
15" S15 to s20 I 185/80013" S35.95 
Fast, Courteous Service • Flat Repairs 
PRICES INCLUDE: Mounting, Balancing & Installation 
For chocolate connoisseurs, General Foods® International Coffees 
has created new Double Dutch Chocolate. 
The incredibly chocolate coffee. • 
SUSSEX PLACE 
EW e '\JEW e NEW 
~ow Leasing 2 & 3 Bedroom 
~ Full B ths Villas 
Was lwr 1Dr:wr Hookups. Pool. 
.J a<'ua.i, 'i'Pnnis & much more 
l CF~ MARTI AREA 
SI l!Clf'l1 ! ': c'. 1-'amiliPs Welc:nmp 
CALL 281-6393 
LEGIO NAIRES' 
FROM PAGE 3 
The disease, once thought 
to be highly contagious, 
caused a national panic in 
1976 when it surfaced among 
people who attended an 
American Legion convention 
in Philadelphia. Doctors have 
since found the disease is not 
contagious. 
Thirty-four people 
eventually died from the 
disease that year. 
At Yale's computer center 
last week, the water in the 
_____________________ _! cooling tank was treated with 
USER FRIENDLt 
When you need copies quickly and hassle-free, see us at 
Kinko's. Our self-service copiers are very easy to use and give 
you the gr.eat quality, inexpensive copies you expect. 
kinko•se 
Creat copleS.Great people. 
127 West Fairbanks (305) 628-5255 
(across from Bailey's) M-F 7 a.m.-9 p.m. 
plenty of off-street lighted parking Sat. 9 a.m.-6 p.m. 
Sun. 12 noon-9 p.m. 
Mark Walson 
would have sold his soul 
to get through law school. 
Instead, he found ii. 
chemicals to kill the bacteria, 
but then overflowed, leaked 
through the ceiling and 
dripped onto the desk of the 
now-infected employee. 
University officials would 
not identify the employee, but 
said the person was in 
satisfactory condition. 
Maryland closed its 
ENDOWMENT 
FROM PAGE.l 
to support collegiate 
education for business in 
OPENS EVERYWHERE, OCTOBER 24. 
The Centr 
building when officials found 
the bacteria in the 
conditioning system, and 
employees complained abou 
sore throats, nausea and 
headaches. 
About 20 employees 
underwent blood tests, but 
health officials found no cases 
of Legionnaires' disease and 
no one is seriously ill, 
university health care 
officials said. 
Other health observers add 
the curious timing and 
appearance of the bacteria on 
the two campuses probably 
doesn't mean there's a 
nationwide outbreak of 
Legionnaires' disease 
incubating on America 's 
campuses. 
.. This shouldn't cause 
concern,'' said Dr. Suzanne 
Laussucq, medical 
epidemiologist for the Center 
for Disease Control in 
Atlanta. 
Conneticut State Health 
Central Florida." He also 
expressed appreciation to 
Richard Swann, chairman of 
the college's advisory board, 
for his leadership and 
generosity. 
rida Future. Oc ober 21, 1986, 7 
Department epidemiologist 
Dr. arda Tolen ti no 
concurred the Yale and 
Maryland incidents probably 
were random flukes, though 
the bacteria in question is 
'ubiquitous.' ' 
If I were to take cultures 
of any water faucet, 
windowsill or refrigerator, I 
would find this bacteria, '' 
Tolentino says. 
College students, she 
added, are not as vulnerable 
to the pneumonia-causing 
bacteria as older older males 
with respiratory illness. 
Smokers and people who 
drink a lot of alcohol also are 
more vulnerable than other 
employees. 
And Laussucq noted the 
symptons by Maryland 
employees are not classic 
Legionnaires' disease 
symptons. 
Legionnaires ' disease 
symptons include fever, 
cough and shortness of 
breath, she said. 
UCF currently has fully 
funded chairs in American 
Private Enterprise, in 
Computer Science and in 
Community Arts. 
:8~·Th:_::e:_ce=n~tr.:::a~I F~1o_r1_do_Fu_tu_re_._0c_to_be_r 2_1_. _ 19-86 _____________________ 
1 
r.--------------------- ----i 
I I A quiz to test your booze l.Q. 
Forget the SA Ts, LSA Ts 
and GMATs. Here's a chance 
to really test your smarts on a 
subject most of us think we 
know: alcohol. 
The test won't get you into 
grad school, but it might help 
make sure you 'II be around to 
enter. It's called the 
''National Alcohol Awareness 
Test." 
The test may seem simple, 
but the answers can affect 
your health and safety and 
may surprise you: 
1. Typical servings of beer, 
wine and liquor: 
a) contain the same volume of 
liquid 
b) vary in alcohol content 
c) are equal in alcohol content 
2. When you think you've had 
too much, what do you do? 
a) stop drinking and eat 
something 
b) wait 30 minutes before 
your next one 
c) drink black coffee and go 
out for some fresh air 
3. True or False. Switching 
drinks during the evening will 
get you more drunk than 
staying with one type of 
drink. 
4. How do you pace yourself 
at a party? 
a) moderate the amount you 
drink 
b) drink only beer or wine 
c) switch from liquor to beer 
5. True or false. When you 
want to drink "lightly, " it 
doesn't matter if you have 
beer, wine or a mixed drink. 
6. To slow down the effect of 
alcohol: 
a) drink more slowly 
b) eat something substantial 
c) snack while you drink 
' d) all of the above 
7. Labels on beer, wine and 
liquor: 
a) describe the alcohol 
' proof" of the beverage 
b) list the alcohol content as 
a percentage of total volume 
c) vary in the kind of 
information they give you 
Answers 
1. All of these drinks contain 
equal amounts of alcohol (c). 
Typical servings of beer ( 12 
ounces), wine (5 ounces), and 
distilled spirits (1.25 ounces) 
all contain the same amount 
of pure alcohol: 0.5 ounces. 
This is Alcohol Equivalence. 
A drink, is a drink, is a drink. 
No matter what you drink. 
2. If you think you've had too 
much to drink, stop. Then eat 
something (a). Only time will 
solve the problem. A 
30-minute wait isn't enough 
time; neither coffee nor fresh 
air can speed the process. So 
the best thing to do is to drink 
water or milk and eat 
something substantial and 
wait it out. Above all, don't 
attempt to drive. If you want 
to go home, get someone 
reliable to take you. And next 
time, remember to pace 
yourself. 
3. False. When drinks . are 
consumed at the same pace, 
and assuming typical 
servings, switching has no 
more effect than not 
switching; your alcohol intake 
I I 
I I 
I I remains the same. As for I I 
feeling terrible, it may 11 TURE 1
1 happen, not necessarily I TVs • VCRs •APPLIANCES •STEREOS • FURNI 
because of the alcohol, but I I 
because of the mix of non- I I 
alcoholic ingredients. I $15.00 OFF FIRST MONTH'S RENT I 
4. To pace yourself, moderate I r •• 
the amount you drink (a). I "THIS COUPON MUST BE PRESENTED FOR DISCOUN ' 
Whether it s in beer, wine or I next to Jimmy s in 1
1 liquor, alcohol requires no 1
1 digestive processing. Alamo Shopping Center I 
Moments after your first sip, I Union Park I 
alcohol passes through the I (305) 658-6064 J walls of the stomach and .._ ___ ._ ____________________ _ 
small intestine directly into L----------------======= the bloodstream. In a few 
more moments, it reaches the 
brain. If you take several 
drinks in one hour, for 
example, you'll quickly feel 
the effects and your blood 
alcohol content will rise above 
the acceptable level. 
5. True. Drinking "lightly" 
means moderating the 
amount you drink not what 
you drink. Beer, wine and 
liquor are beverage alcohol. 
The typical servings of each 
can have the same effect on 
you. Don't think of wine or 
beer as substitutes for 
alcoholic drinks. They are 
alcoholic drinks. An they're 
no "lighter" than a cocktail. 
6. All three activities slow 
down the effects of alcohol (d). 
All are responsible ways to 
drink at a party. On the 
average, t.he body needs 
about one hour to ''burn off'' 
anytypical drink, whether it's 
wine, beer, or liquor. So pace 
yourself accordingly. Eating 
something substantial is one 
of the best ways to slow the 
SEE TEST, PAGE 9 
THINK YOU'VE RUN OUT 
OF TIME? THINK AGAIN. 
Student Loans are 
Available through-
out the year at the 
Navy Orlando Federal 
Credit Union 
You are eligible to 
apply for a loan if 
·you or your parents 
are active or retired 
military or work for 
one of our member 
companies. 
Stop by our East Branch 
office location at the 
University Center on 





Navy Orlando Federal Credit Union 
3075 Alafaya Trail, Suite 100 
University Center, Orlando, FL 
(305) 658-9346 
.. 
U.S. Peace Corps. Thanks to you... it works ... 





Orlando International Airport• 855-6761 
-{ ~ 
HALLOWEEN COSTUMES 
The University Theatre once again will provide rental costumes to 
the University Community for Halloween. The costume shop is Room 
#116 in the University Theatre and will be open according to the 
following schedule: 
• Monday, October 20 10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. 
2:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m . 
• Tuesday, October 21 12:00-2:45 p.m. 
• Wednesday, October 22 10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. 
3:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m. 
• Monday, October 27 10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. 
2:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m. 
• Tuesday, October 28 12:00-2:45 p.m. 
You must have a currently valid ID card. Most costumes rent for 
$5.00; some more elaborate pieces may cost more. 
... 
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TEST 
FROM PAGE 8 
body's absorption of alcohol 
into your bloodstream, 
preferably food high in fat 
and protein, 15 or 20 minutes 
before drinking. 
liquor vary in what they tell 
you (c). Beer labels usually 
don't tell you alcohol content. 
Wine labels record alcohol 
content by percentage of 
volume. Liquor labels record 
their "proof," a term derived 
from the proving'' of alcohol 
content in tests distillers used 
centuries ago. 7. Label§ on beer, wine and 
Because of a 
leenager,a crime 
didn't happen here. 
Teenagers a.re the victims of 
violent crimes by strangers over 
2000 times every dzy. 
But one smart teenager wasrrt 
going to let it happen again. He 
gave his friend a ride home 
rather than let him walk where 
it was dark and dangerous. 
Learn to protect yourself and 
your friends. Contact your local 
police or sheriff's crime preven-
~ tion unit for more informa-
1', • '~ :c< tion. You can help ... 
TAKE A BITE OUT OF 
,~g111 -----~-"' ~ C> lll65ThoAdverUalnCCouncU 
The 
Puzzle 
Welcome to the real 
world, where no grades 
are given, no withdrawls 
available, and no 
answers to last issue's 
~rossword puzzle exist. 
The largest and newest grocery 
store in East Orlando. 
----------~-·-------------
• A Full-Service Deli & Bakery 
• Party Platters & Sandwiches 
• Open 24 Hours 
------ featuring ------
BUDWEISER or BUD LIGHT 12 Pack 
12 oz. cans $4.79 
HEINZ KEG O'KETCHUP 32 oz. 99¢ 
SYSO DRINKING WATER 79¢ 
(buy-one-get-one-free) 
G & W PIZZA 10 oz. 2 for 99¢ 
.... ... --- ...... -- .... -·--
The Puzzle 
ACROSS 
1 Strain for 
breath 
5 Snare 
9 Cry of dove 
12 Hebrew month 
13 Rant 
14 Unit of electrical 
resistance 




19 Ward off 
21 Singing voice 
23 Caused to 
remember 
27 Concerning 
28 Choice part 






39 Compass point 













57 Emits vapor 
· 61 Exist 
62 Turns around 
track 
64 Disturbance 




1 Long, slender 
fish 





6 Sun god 




10 A state 
11 Mr. Khayyam 




22 Teutonic deity 
23 Depend on 
24 Lamb's pen 
name 




32 Toward and 
within 
33 Equal 






47 Agave plant 
49 Untidy 
50 Real estate map 
51 Danish island 
52 Night birds 
56 Consume 
58 Be ill 
59 Extinct flightless 
bird 
60 Pigpen 
63 Parent: colloq. 
Solution for Thursday's puzzle on page 9. 
CHEEVERWO.OD 
f weLlOMe ~I<. VJ "&OOD 
MORNIN6, C'tle.e\Jef«VOOO." 
\ODA.'/ We'P.e "W.l<\N0 
~T6me~s. 
CHEEVERWOOD 
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by Michael Fry 
United Parcel Service! ----~~ ........ ~1 
Part-Time Positions Available· . ' 
United Parc~I Se_rvi_c.e will be 
accepting applications for 
part-time loaders and unloaders. 
excellent pay · $8.00 an hour. 
Please sign up for an int·erview 
appointment in the Career Resource 
Center. ADM Suite 124. UPS is an 
equa~ opportunity employer. 
Work shifts begin at 4:30 a.m., 5:30 p.m. 
or 11 :00 p.m., Monday through Friday 








needs fine tuning 
UCF is working overtime to promote a positive 
image for itself. 
There are the free license plates to encourage 
students to fly the colors, a huge advertising 
campaign for our athletic department and even 
The Beach Boys concert to lure in fans who might 
not have otherwise visited a UCF football game. 
These are all noble and seemingly effective 
programs. However, when getting into this kind of 
game, how you play is very important and we seem 
to be just a little green at it. 
We had a little problem in the license plate 
department that has since been corrected. The first 
set of plates distributed consisted of a black 
background with yellow lettering. A neat idea, 
except you couldn't read them from any distance. 
Later, the bookstore began handing out bright 
yellow tags with every purchase. Bravo! These 
plates can be seen all over campus and when 
someone drives into Orlando with one, people are 
bound to notice. 
Then there is the advertising campaign for t~e 
athletic program. We have a variety of signs 
around town promoting most of our athletic teams.· 
Even the slogan "UCF, our home team" is top 
notch. 
However, we've made a couple of slip-ups in this 
area that have yet to be corrected. 
The first is located on Highway 50, east-bound, 
right before Alafaya trail. We have a two-sided 
sign serving both sides of the highway. 
A wonderful idea; that is, until you look at the 
signs. One has been completely defaced by the 
weather and the other sports just enough of our 
logo to be embarrasing. Come on folks, if we can't 
afford to keep the signs in good shape, then at least 
get our name off of them. 
Another problem deals with our homecoming 
signs. They're bright and big. And they're orange. 
Where did this come from? 
Our colors are black and gold. If we're going to 
attempt to promote the university, let's stick to 
our colors. 
The last problem is The Beach Boys concert. 
This has been a pretty solid performance from the 
public point of view, but we've messed up with the 
students. 
Some students date, or are married to, people 
who don't attend UCF. When students pick up 
their free ticket to the concert, it would seem 
logical that they would be able to buy a second 
concert ticket. Sadly, this is not possible as you 
must go to select-a-seat outlets to buy extra 
tickets. 
The only comment . on this one is think of the 
students first, they're your bread and butter. 
'1Ff 1te Central Florida Futm~ 
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Fl., 32816 (305)275-2601 or 275-2865 
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\mg the ocodemlc 
American. life: drunks, jerks, fat ladies 
I had fun Sunday. I went to Miami and saw the 
Dolphins' lose to the Los Angeles Raiders. Oh no, 
the game itself was definitely not fun. When I pay 
20 bucks to see a football game, I expect to see a 
real game. Oh well. 
But hey, I did have fun. I got to observe some 
American culture up close and personal... 
. There was this obnoxious fat lady sitting a few 
rows behind my friends and me. She spent the 
whole afternoon swinging a black towel around 
and spilling beer. She had an endowment the size 
of North Carolina that hit people in the head 
whenever she swung her black towel. She wore a 
Raiders' shirt that said "Real men wear black." I 
wanted to ask her if she was a real man. 
The fat lady was with a lot of other people from 
Los Angeles who came to root for the Raiders. But 
the other Raiders fans didn't look like they wanted 
to claim her. I wonder if she's a normal person 
when she's sober. 
The fat lady was funny, really. But something 
else I saw at the Orange Bowl bothered me. There 
was a man who got almost as obnoxious as the fat 
lady. He was a Dolphins fan. Once in a while his 
friends would tell him to calm down. (I think they 
were afraid the fat lady would come over and join 
him.) He would tell his friends something like: 
"Hey fellas, I've had a few beeeeeers, OK? Just let 
me have my fun.'' 
What bothered me was that this guy's kids were 
sitting next to him. 
There's nothing wrong in my book with going to 
a football game and having a few brewskies. But 
Letters 
don't drink so much that you can't keep tabs on 
the game and don't get drunk with your kids 
around. 
The drunk guys' s kids looked ashamed of dear 
old Dad. I hope Mom let dear old Dad have it when 
he came home. 
There were some other people there that 
bothered me. I'd call them punks but a cockroach 
friend of mine said "punk" isn't a cool word 
anymore. OK. How about jerks. 
Yeah, these guys were jerks. Every time a 
Raiders fan would try and say something, the jerks 
would give 'em a "kiss-my-you-know-what" look 
and threatened to give them a real Miami 
welcome. 
"Big deal," you say. "So some Dolphins fans got 
a little over-zealous." 
Maybe so. But after a while the jerks got self-
righteous and started picking on other Dolphins 
fans. The jerks were just looking for a fight. 
I was hoping they'd get in a fight with the fat 
lady. Now that would have been fun to see. 
Drunks, jerks and fat ladies. 
Don't ya' just love America.? 
•Star Wars 
Editor: 
• UCF safety hazards 2. Floors: 
Regarding your editorial of Oct. 
14, "Summit a Success and a 
Failure Due to Star Wars," the 
whole Star Wars program has 
nothing to do with national 
defense. What Star Wars is all 
about is payola: huge lucrative 
contracts to Reagan's friends in 
the defense industry. 
This is why Reagan is not 
serious about negotiating 
disarmament; peace is bad for 
business. Let us not forget that 
the military-industrial complex is 
central to the U.S. economy, not a 
decent standard of living, a 
higher quality environment or the 




Although I am only a 
Freshman, I feel my eyes are 
more open to things then others 
who have been here for awhile. So, 
my problem is there are many 
forms of safety hazards on 
campus. The ones I am listing 
here are the ones that are most 
important and those that 
something should be done about. 
1. Lighting: 
The lighting on campus is poor 
not only outside but inside. Areas 
not surrounding the library are 
dark. Yes, there are SEPS 
available, but that does not make 
me feel any safer. A building in 
particular is the old engineering 
building. The stairways have dim 
lights and currently many of 
these lights are out. 
Another problem is the slick 
surfaces that adorn the floors. 
When your shoes are wet from the 
damp grass in the morning these 
slick surfaces are deadly. 
Contrary to popular belief, all 
college students do not wear 
sneakers. (I prefer to walk on the 
sidewalks, but when you are 
about to be run over by those 
little go-carts driven by 
University personnel, there is no 
place to go. That is safety hazard 
No. 3). 
4. Elevators: 
Anyone who has ever ridden in 
one knows what I mean. 
Susan Nodd 
Engineering 
Arr{ooe who Is o Chi Phi rrom UCF o1 rrom 
any other school who ~ transfered lnlo 
UCF and would like to be Involved In a 
recot raotlon or UCF please contact Rick 
Betteridge at 275-5420 MWF before 1:00. 
Deno Gamma 
The sisters and pledges ol DELTA GAMMA 
would like lo congratulate our very own 
GERT GARMEN, on being unonlmoulsy voted, 
Greek Week Chairwoman We love ya 
Gert Il l 
Sigma Alpha Ep1llon 
Let's gel psyched and win the homecoming 
lloal with the DG's. Float building Is going 
great. The Ill sisters hope Franco hod a hap-
py birthday. Let's go Knights 
Kappa Sigma 
Thanks Della Gamma for a 
great time at Anchor Splash! 
Go U.C.F. Knights! 
Let's terrorize those Terriers! 
Watch for the Great Pumpkin 
College Democrats 
Membership open to all students. Meetings 
ore held every Wed. 6pm SC214. Any ques-
tions leave them on recorder by colling 
275-4394. Still need volunteers for Graham's 
campaign. 
Scuba Club 
Anyone Interested In scuba diving should 
attend. Meetings ore on the first Tuesday 
and third Wednesday of every month In HFA 
126 at 5:00 pm. Everyone Is Invited. 
SWAT 
Support the Knights-Help us create a 
homecoming banner Wed 2-4. Don't forget 
the SWAT surprise Wed 10/29 from 2-4. Keep 
up with your behavior controctsl Anticipate 
the unexpected! 
2 nonsmoker female roommates for house 
In Molllond. 5175/mo. & port of utilities. Cin-
dy 834-1408. 
Female roommate shore fomllyrm, kitchen 
furnished bedrm. All linens Included, laundry 
rm In beautiful private home. S230.00 mlh. 
& plrvacy coll 678-7313 
Roommate wonted lo shore 2br 1 bath 
mobile home. Sl35.00 mth plus l1i utl. Ask 
for Lori on 282-8891 or 850-8964. No more 
than 5200.00 mth total. 
Quiet country setting. 2bdrm/2 bath home 
localed approx. 6 miles from UCF. Deposit, 
1st/last mo. rent, lease. 5400 per mo. lmm-
ed. Occupancy, 365-1281 
• Registered with FDA 
• Tans without burning 
• Won't dry ou1 your s 
• Safer than the sun 
Duplex rent -2 bdrm 2 blhrm lyr old wosher-
dryef dl.shwasher mW-vertical nds close 
lo UCF 390 mo call day$ 290-0911 after 6p 
862-3188 
Fox Hunt lanes. 2 bedroom. 2 bath 
townhouse/loll, paddle fans, wosher/diyer. 
5490. Goodman-Payton Associates, Inc. 
422-1111 
1 bedroom, l both. funished/urtumlshed. 
Close In One moth FREEi Goodman-Payton 
Associates. Inc 422-1111 
Sherwood Forest 3-bdrm 2bath hos wosher-
dryer microwave lcemoker 'llOStty furnished 
or empty available Dec 1 Eal In kitchen 
595-fumlshed 575-empty call 339-7332 day 
281-4181 night 
Guesthouse - Chuluota area 5300/mo. on 
fenced 5 acres. Portly furn. Pet ok. Very nice 
365-1715. 
Univ VIiias, l brm, furn, pool, tennis, clean, 
ele, phone ready, 5mo. Is 5330.00 mo. 
Wolk to UCF 275-6365 ASAP 
lake Howell-2 bdrm 2 bath condo for rent, 
fans, screened proch, boot romp, other 
amenities. S480/mo call Dr. Kuyper 
275-2359 or 658-0853 ev. 
2 bdrm 2 full both pool/spa close to day 
care Bike path UCF famllies welcome Com-
munity Cnlr 275-0085 
SPECIAL - 2 weeks FREE RENT. Brand new 2 
bedm 211. both rownhomes near UCF. Equip-
ped kitchen & verticals . Private . 
S450/monlh Call John at 644-5385. 
Room for rent-Geneva own both microwave 
4yr old home ts 15 country miles from UCF 
260 monthly 70 weekly pays all pets ok ph 
349-9392 
1980 Toyota Corolla Air 5speed AM FM 
cassette sunroof drives good $1775 call 
699-5094 
79 Trans Am 6.6 Jeter engine T lop 
automatic Air Stereo Block on "Black 
homeycome wheels must see this one Ask-
ing 53300 call 699-5094 
84 Renault Alliance 4door Automatic Air 
Radio Gold with cloth Interior Drives like new 
52700 coll 699-5094 
80 Dodge Omni Cold Air 4speed AMFM 2D 
Hatchback New Paint 51400 699-5094 
79 Datsun B210 2door Ice cold air no rust 
look great llnted windows asking $1495 call 
699-5094 
84 Caviler 4door automatic digital AM FM, 
Tulde lnerior silver split seals plrced very 
cheap only 53400 for quick sale call 
699-5094 
81 Mazda 626 4D Air 5speed velour Interior 
looks and drives excellent AM FM cassette 
52350 coll 699-5094 
82 Mercury lynx 2door Air automatic white 
and red Inferior you Love this car. Below 
book value 52350 699-5094 
81 Mercury Capri 50000 miles Air sun roof 
4speed with overdrive stereo asking only 
52200 call 699-5094 
1981 Mazda 626 1uxu1y 4dr. Ssp, a c an 
power, cass. sun root. excellent running 
Perellis, relocating 53100 (wholesale 
voloo) 275-6365 
Pontiac Lemans '74 5750 JO 273-6436 
Eumig underwater super 8 camera & Acces. 
Sekonlc underwater light meter offer In-
clude leather bag, mask and more. call 
275-6414 5180 or best 
Diamonds, emeralds. jewelery, ere. or a 
wholesale price, all otter 6:00 p.m. 
682-4088 
Bunk beds & mattresses-almost new 5250 
call Dennls-277-1389 evenings or 646-4582 
days 
GOVERNMENT HOMES form SI (U repair). 
Deliquenl lox property. Repcssesslons. Call 
1-805-687-6000 Ext. GH-4628 for current 
repo list. 
IBM PCjr. Computer system 
Includes: IBM PCjr. color minllor 
parallel printer port 
256k RAM 
Double sided drive 
2 cartridge slots 
and software Incl. BASIC cartridge 
and all operating manuals 
Original p lrce 51600 must sell for S500 
oll 658-6591 
Schwinn le Tour 21" Mens 10-speed, mirror, 
bottle boss, lamp, toe-clips, s 150 firm. 
682-0096. Bike In Good Cond. 
MODELS - Cameo Agency; now screening; 
exp. or lnexp.; catalogs, magazines, 
Brochures; S50-S75/hr. 629-6627 
Working mother needs responsible person 
to core for Infant In home (Maitland) 5 mor-
nlgs/week. Salary negotiable. Coll 
647-5096. 
Sales pal-time/full-lime 
Draw vs Commission 
Booking special events 
Coll 339-8827 ask for Pete 
S60.00 PER HUNDRED PAID for remaillng let-
ters from homel Send self-addressed, 
stamped envelope for informatlon/appllco-
tlon. Associates, Box 95-B, Roselle, NJ O 7203 
Air Force hos ottlcer openings. For more in-
formation call Msgt Hamer 305-826-0342 
Child care worker needed lo work in quality 
center 3pm to 6pm Mon-Fir. Job shoring 
and other flexible hours also avallalbe. 
1600 South Orlando Ave (17-92), Winter 
Park 644-7057 
Waitress wonted: Part-time, some luches 
and evenings, 5.00 plus. Call Beth, J/R Jakes 
Pub, 677-4169 
Menus By Design 
Looking for a port-time artist call for Info no 
exp nee. Rob 260-8416 or David 352-1585 
Soles person needed, flexible hours high 
commission call 275-6365. 
Students needed to clean homes. Hours to 
flt schedule. Coll 699-1636. 
\ Help Woodsy s 
3000 GOVERN ENT J08S Us S16.040 -
S59.230 y r Now Hi ring Call 
1-805-687-6000 Ext . R-4628 
Federal, State and c· SeMCe JobS now 
available In your area. For I o. caU (805) 
644-9533 Dept 116 
Tutor; physics; calculus; 27 5-6365 
Will remove lead vocals from any stereo 
and reproduce on lope call for Information 
682-4088 
RESEARCH PAPERS. 15,278 Avallable l 
Catalog 52.00. Research, 11322 Idaho, 
1206XT, Los Angeles 90025. TOLL-FREE HOT 
LINE: 800-351-0222, Ext. 33. VISA/MC or 
COD. 
FREE PREGNANCY TESTS (Results in 30 min) 
Abortion counseling. Not a medical faclllty . 
Confidentiality assured. Coll CENTER FOR 
PREGNANCY 648-2701 M-F 9-5, Sat. 10-2 
ABORTION SERVICES, b irth control Informa-
tion, pregnancy rests and counselling. VD 
screening low cost, confidential services 
and general anesthesia. 898-0921 
Central Florido Women's 
Health Organlzallo. 
Tutor: Spanish, several years experience, all 
levels phone 682-408B 
Student Loans 52500/S5000 27 3-3263 All 
ages. No credit. Insured plans. 
library Research 
Experienced librarian will do research for 
theses, reports, books, etc. Professional ser-
vice, reasonable rates. Elvie 298-5280, 
767-9779 Eve 
TYPING. Fast, accurate, reasonable Close to 
campus. Call Berny 282-4168 
PROFESSIONAL TYPING 
• One mile from UCF campus • 
All types of student documents. Same day 
service available. IBM letter quality word 
processing. 
Fast • Professional • Accurate 
WORDMASTERS 277-9600 
ACCURATE TYPISTS/SECRETARIES 
TECHNICAL EXPERIENCE/UCF DISCOUNTS 
SAVE TIME and$$$$$$$ 
305/275-6455 
Documents ore accurately prepared on 
IBM and XEROX equipment. We are ex-
perienced In working with UCF faculty, 
students, and stall. 
Located In Your Own Back Yard 
Executive Services 
ot Research Park, Inc. 
12424 Reserach Parkway, Suite 101 
Orlando, Florido 32826 
AIS PROFESSIONAL WRITING SERVICE 
Write, edit, type and print 
RESUMES, LETTERS, MANUSCRIPTS, ETC. 
2 blks. west of Altamonte Moll 
at Hattaway Drive. Call 260-6550. 
10% discount with this ad. 
p r e 
TYPING - Don't sacrl ce the personal 
touch! 21 YfS experience pelfecllon my 
speclalty thesis expert coll SUsle 273-2300 
days 647-4451 e es 
FAST TYPIN~ SERVICE 
Quick Professional Services All wor 
prepared on commerclal word processors 
for error free neatness, We use IBM Equip. 
men! Letter quality printer not dol-matri . 
Free rough drafts and revisions. Same day 
weekend and ovemlghl service available. 
Over 13,000 satisfied students. Call 
671 -3007 
RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS 
Deslgned irevlsed/typed - 657-0079 
Typlngfword processing reports, theses, 
manuscripts, term papers. Reasonable 
rotes. Immediate service. Call 767-0589 
looking for a compelen!, confident, out-
doors loving, quick learning lady to help me 
start chartering o 48' sailboat In the Carib-
bean -Winter & Spring-, New England 
-Summer & Foll. Chartering a sailboat Is 
marketing, restaurant & hotel manage-
ment, cooking, hostessing, navogotlng, 
meteorology, swimming, windsurfing, diving, 
sailing, exploration, travel, wind, sea, sky, 
sun. Experience In the above fields not 
necessary, desire and ability lo learn above 
fields required. Salling from Merrit Island mid 
Jan 87'. If you are Interested and think you 
might be compatible with a non-smoking, 
Introspective, professional, 32, please write 
lo: Terry Hossler, 315 East Venetian Cl Merritt 
Island, Fl 32952 
Tutor; physics; calculus; 275-6365 
Scott Clark-you're one cute and sweet guy! 
Thanks for being my big brother! Only the 
best-LAMBDA CHI ALPHA! Love, Kim 
Nikki, I know I've been a pest but It's 
because you are very special to me. I hope 
we will be together soon. You're my dream 
come lure. KCJ 
* WIN TRIP FOR 2 * 
Freeport Bahamas 
Vintage Gran Prix Race 
AT THE CAR IAR 
Details In Thursday's paper 
Soles person needed, flexible hours high 
commission call 275-6365. 
Alpha Della Pi-Congrats on your volleyboll 
victory over Della Gammel You ladles are 
the absolute first and flnesll Scotts and Ross 
say 'We live for YOUI" 
Terri, Gel well soon. We miss you. 
The Team 
John, 
Thank you for the long talk, you're so special 
to me. I'll always be here for you. 
love you, 
CI ndy 
This sentence Is false. 
Zccxfcxgf: 
Tx zc Crx VXfcyzs Lsgyklz Leceyx teuktxuv 
gllkux gt Mxlfxulzw, Gvcgtxy 22, 1986, zc 
12:49 db mkcr crx zddygdykzcx vglx mgylu 
Zfl mkf gfx Lyxx vszuuklkxl zl. 
Vgix mgyiv: "mzcur, vxbxyz, jskbkvr, zfl lxfjxy 
fzks." 
Beuc vxx Bkqxl 
the word. 
-------------------, YEAR ROUND 
SPECIAL 
As Seen On P.M MAGAZINE I 
I 







The Most Exclusive 
Sun Treatment Resort 
We offer the most unique and 
exciting tanning facility in the 
south, with complete locker and 
shower facilities, and an enter-
taining lounge to wait to relax in. 
We feature state of the art Wolff 
Tanning Systems in exotic en-
vironments. Tanning is now funf 
~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~=:o;i 




1 ST VISIT 
FREE! 
I 
• Complete shower a. locker 









• 81ow dryers av e 
• Health dri s, Beer & 





o Ione Is march pas Knights 
by Scott Broden 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
THe UCF football team sustained their 
worst beating in over a year Saturday, as 
Division I-AA powerhouse Eastern 
Kentucky (3-2-1) routed the visiting Knights 
(4-3) 51-24 before 12,500 people at Hanger 
Field. 
Not since Nov. 2, 1985 have the Knights 
been so overwhelmed, losing to Louisville, 
42-21. 
A 97-yard kickoff return for a touchdown 
by EKU's Danny Copeland on the first play 
of the game set the tone for UCF' s eighth 
consecutive loss on the road and third this 
season. 
EKU, who has been a Division I-AA 
finalist four times and champion twice since 
1979, has now won 46 of their last 50 home 
games. They had lost their last two games, 
both on the road, including Murray State, 
whom UCF defeated earlier this season. 
The Colonels capitalized on their good field 
possession with a 37-yard field goal after the 
Knights failed to move the ball on their first 
possession. 
UCF temporarily broke EKU's momentum 
with a 76-yard offensive drive on their next 
possession, capped by senior tailback Elgin 
Davis's one-yard touchdown burst up the 
middle. EKU ran all over the Knights in the 51-24 rout in Kentucky. 
Photo courtesy of Chris Niblock/Eastern Progress 
The touchdown was set up on a 52-yard 
reception by senior receiver Ted Wilson from 
junior quarterback Darin Slack. Wilson 
amassed 102 yards on four catches. 
Colonels later finished th drive on a 13-yard 
touchdown run by junior tailback James 
Crawford. Crawford rushed for 141 yards and 
two touchdowns. 
UCF Football results to date 4·3 
The touchdown drive put UCF back into 
the game, trailing 10-7. The Knights defense 
stifled the Colonels drive, but a roughing the 
kicker penalty on a fourth down punt gave 
EKU the ball at the· UCF 48-yard line. The 
Win: UCF 26 Bethune-Cookman 14 Win: UCF 36 Murray State 25 
Head Football Coach Gene 
McDowell will be writing 
each week for the Tuesday 
issue of The Central Florida 
Future with his thoughts on 
each week's football game. 
Eastern Kentucky is a very 
good, well-coached, football 
team. 
They played inspired, 
agressive football against us 
and have developed ~ winning 
tradition at home. We're 
beginning to establish the 
same tradition at Orlando 
Stadium. 
While EKU probably was 
at their best, it was our 
poorest performance of the 
season. 
They're touchdown on the 
opening kick-off was a big 
factor in the outcome. The 
interception for a TD was 
i ing on the cake. In all, we 
helped them score 31 points. 
It's hard to believe we 
gained more yardage than 
they did and still lo t by as 
much as we did. I guess it 
g to prove that no one is 
immune to Murphy's Law. 
ome of our p ople played 
well. I was happy that Tony 
Lanham had a chance to play 
b fore the "home" crowd. He 
had a go d game after Darin 
lack got hurt. 
Tight end lac Lantrip 
and Don Gray on had a good 
d with 12 catche between 
SEE CORNER, PAGE 19 
It was the first time that the Knights, who 
have blocked four punts with their 
Win: UCF 34 West Georgia 21 Loss: UCF 6 Wichita State 9 
Win: UCF .10 Valdosta State 7 Loss: UCF 24 Eastern Kentucky 51 
Loss: UCF 17 Akron 20 
SEE FOOTBALL, PAGE 19 
Men ~lank FIT 4·0; :~ 
lose to Fordhani 
by Kathy Johnson 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
After a tough loss to Fordham University 
Friday night, the UCF men's soccer team 
pulled together and picked apart FIT, 4-0 
Sunday afternoon. 
UCF, 8-4-1, blanked the Panthers in front 
of 4,500 soccer fans at Boone High School. 
The Knights were lead by Sophomore John 
Mailander, forward Mark Lamb,. and keeper 
Dan Cordia. Mailander, coming off an injury, 
booted in two goals, one which came 
unassisted, and had one assist. 
"It's great to see a player that's been 
Volleyball squad 
back on track 
by Chad Salinas 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The Lady Knights volleyball team, now 
9-15, is back on the right track, winning two 
tough matches this week. 
On Wednesday, after waiting for two hours 
for the College of St. Francis to show up, 
UCF defeated CSF in four games. The ladies 
got off to a slow start, falling behind in the 
first game, 7-2. 
However behind the excellent hitting of 
Melanie Clarke and Tracy Hart, the ladies 
chipped away and finally won. Kelly 
McFarlane closed out the game with an ace. 
The Lady Knights were helped 
significantly by the stellar defensive play of 
Jill Savage and Alina Alvarez. These two 
made several good digs to keep UCF in the 
game. Mary Cromer and Kim Gass led the 
blocking for the ladies. 
In the second contest, the Lady Knights 
Joe Weinstein/Central Florida Future 
The men lost ·to Fordham Friday but 
bounced back to win against FIT Sunday. 
injured come back," UCF coach Jim Rudy 
said. ''All he needed was a little confidence.'' 
With_ a little help from an FIT defender, 
SEE MEN, PAGE 17 
Donna Collowoy/Cenlrol Florfda future 
The ladies had everything going against St. 
Francis. 
once again fell behind early, this time 11-4. 
UCF battled back, though, and came out with 
a win thanks to an ace by Hart on game 
point. 
SEE VOLLEYBALL, PAGE 17 
Volleyball· UCF at South 
Florida, Oct. 22 
The Lady Knights takes its 
act on the road this 
Wednesday as they travel to 
Tampa to take on the 
University of South Florida. 
UCF has not had much 
success against USF in the 
past two years. This season, 
the Lady Knights have lost to 
USF three times in as many 
matches. USF is led by 
Belinda Spivey and Shanna 
Hindman. 
UCF is coming off two 
strong victories. They will be 
led by the play of Melanie 





interested in trying out for 
the men's junior varsity 
basketball team should 
contact Coach Wellman at 
X-5420 as soon as possible. 
Tryouts will be held from 2:00 
· 4:00 Wednesday in the gym. 
There is the possibility that 
players could move up to the 
varsity squad. 
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Where Should the Profits from the WjJd 
Pizza Food Service Go??? 
As a public service to the U. C.F. campus and in order to clear up 
any possible misunderstandings, Student Government has below 
reprinted the relevant sections of a memorandum dated June, 19&'3 
from the Vice President for Business Affairs concerning the dist-
ribution of profits coming from the WIW PIZZA food service in 
the StudentActivites Center.· 
19TH STUDENT SENATE REPORT 
2ND S E SSION 
MEASURES IN COMMITTEE 
BILLS: 
19-01 Funding the Book Exchange for Spring, 1987: This Bill allocates $222.00 for adver-
tising tor the Book Exchange (Kendall: OAF) 
19-04 Funding CPR Classes: This Bill allocates $500.00 to cover registration fees for 
the first l 00 students participating in CPR Classes sponsored by CPR for Citizens 
(Pellerin & Schmidt: OAF) 
RESLOUTIONS: . 
19-01 Providing First Reading Copies o: Legislation to the Executive Branch: This resolu-
tion provides materials to the Stud net Body President for his input before 
passage in order to prevent a VETO (Pellerin: S/P) 
THE SENATE VOTED ON 
BIUS: 
19-03 Revising the Statutes- Changing the Name of the Travel, Clubs and Organiza-
tions Committee: This Bill changes the name of the TCO Committee to Clubs and 
Organizations, in order to reduce confusion and to better describe the commit-
tee's function (Kendall: Y-32, N-0) 
* Legislation In Committtee is introduced by Senators, and is not finalized until the 
full Senate votes on it. 
TCO FUNDING 
Did you know that your club or organization may be eligible for $250.00 in Office Supplies 
and/or Advertisements for the next fiscal year? 
In addition, if your club will be attending a conference or convention it may be eligible for 
up to $300.00 to cover registration fees. 
Either way, stop by the student Government Offices. SC 155, and ask for a Clubs and 
Organizations Funds, or Travel Funds, Request Form. 
OCTOBER 16, 1986 
The following Senators were 
elected by the Body as members 









Students are invited to attend all 
Senate meetings, and to express 
any ideas or problems that they 
feel the Senate should work on. 
Senate meetings are held on 
Thursdays at 3:00 in the Knight's 
Den. 
TO THE STUDENT 
If you hove any comments, ques-
tions or concerns about the 
Senate Report, or any legislation, 
please stop by the Senate Work 
Room. 
SENA TE COMMITTEES review and amend all Legislation before it is brought for a hearing before the full Senate. The 
following are descriptions, and the time and ploc for the committee meetings. 
OAF Organizations Appropriations and Finance: This committee reviews a ll changes to the Finance Code and a ny 
legislation requesting funding. Tue days at 1:00 pm 
TCO Travel, Clubs and Organizations: This committee decides whether a club receives funds for Office Supplies/Advertis-
ing or Conference Registration. Tuesdays at 3:30 pm 
UR Legislative, Judicial and Rules: This committee reviews 1egislation to change the Cons itu ion. Statutes and Pro-
cedures. ondays at 2:00 pm 
SP Services and Publicity: This co ·ttee reviey,s a non-funding leg s1at1on which deals wit S udent Government Ser-
vices and Publicity. Tuesdays at 6:00 pm 
EA Elections and Appointments: co ee re e s all President' Appoin men s a d mo es recoll' endat1ons for 
changes •o the Elec ion Sta u e . Mondays at 5:00 pm 
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Women win own tour amen 
by Scott Broden 
CE "1RA1. FLORIDA FUTURE 
The UCF women's soccer team had a near-
perfect weekend, winning their own 
tournament and out.scoring their opponents 
17-1. 
The Lady Knights defeated Huntingdon 
College, 10-1 in the finals of the tournament 
played at Orlando Boone High School before 
a crowd of about 500 people. Two thousand 
additional tickets were sold for the game in a 
joint effort to raise money for the local high 
school and the UCF soccer program. About 
$3000 was raised for the UCF soccer. 
To get to the finals, the Lady Knights 
defeated Boca Raton, 3-0 and top ranked 
NAIA (National Association Intercollegiate 
Athletics) Berry, 4-0 on Saturday at the UCF 
soccer field before a crowd of about 150. 
With the three game sweep, the eighth-
ranked Lady Knights appear to have bounced 
back after their disappointing loss the week 
before to ninth-ranked North Carolina State. 
"We've got our rythm back," UCF coach 
Jim Rudy said. "We've established 
ourselves. We're playing the way we want to, 
and that was one of our goals. The other goal 
was to get some key players healthy." 
Coach Rudy called it UCF's play in the 
tourney, "the best soccer I've seen on any 
level.'' 
The key players Rudy mentioned are 
sophomore midfielder Michelle Akers, who 
played some in the UCF Invitational, and 
senior forward Jean Varas. Both will be 
needed when the Lady Knights take on top-
ranked North Carolina this Sunday. 
"My knee is fine, and I'll be ready to play 
Carolina,'' Akers said. . 
Varas, who sat out the entire weekend of 
play, said: '' ell they coaches and tramers 
told me to sit out this weekend to get 
stronger, but I'll be back against Carolina. 
I'm going to start running ~ onday and 
lifting weights twice a day." 
Although the Lady Knights outshot their 
opponents 103 to 4, they started out slo..,, and 
could not seem to hit on their shots or get 
their passing down. 
UCF finally broke through at the 
33-minute mark when senior midfielder 
J oEllen Murchland picked up a pass near the 
right sideline from teammate Danielle 
Thomas and blasted the ball 50 feet to the 
upper right hand corner of the net to give 
UCF a 1-0 lead. 
Because of her strong all around play, 
Murchland was awarded the tournament 
MVP. "She Murchland was all over the field 
and very versatile for us," Rudy said. 
Murchland said that the Lady Knights 
performance "gave us a chance to get our 
game back together, our combination play 
back together and build up some more 
confidence.'' 
It was the second time Murchland has won 
MVP honors in a tournament this year. "We 
really played some pretty soccer this 
weekend,'' she added. 
For the next 39 minutes, the Lady Knights 
outscored Huntingdon 9-1. 
UCF scored their second goal when 
sophomore defender Ellie Golembewski 
broke up the right sideline with the ball and 
then passed accross the field to set up 
freshman forward Sandy Carter in front of 
the net for a tip in. . 
Just after Carter's goal, Huntingdon kept 
it a close game when forward Mauri Harris 
took the ball and broke past the UCF 
defenders for the only goal against UCF in 
SEE SOCCER, PAGE 19 
Donna Calloway /Central Florida Future 
The women's soccer team was phenominal this past 
weekend winning their own tourney. 
Learn how to take better care of your heart, call Red Cross. 
The UCF College Of Business Administration 
proudly presents another distinguished speaker: 
LESTER CARL THUROW 
DA TE: Thursday, 
Oct. 23, 1986 





Dr. '"fhurow is the author of 'fhe Zero-Sum Society and is currenty a Professor 
of Economics and Business Management at the MIT Sloan School of 
Business Administration. 
'<>ME LIS'I EN TO 'I lllS DYNAMIC SPEAKER! 
(No Admission Charge) 
For information call: 275-2181 
16,The Central Florida Future. October 21. 1986 
---(BUD LIGHl: )--~ 
64 A.D. EMPEROR NERO COMES UP WITH A BRIGHT IDEA 
FOR ENDING URBAN BLIGHT. 
out your best. Serve 
Bud LJ.ght at your next 
toga party. Or ask for it 
at your I avorite 
beera torium. 
EVERYTHING 
ELSE IS JUST 
ALIGHT 
WAYNE DENSCH, INC. 






FROM PAGE 13 
UCF scored their first goal of 
the game off Craig 
ickerson's corner kick. 
Nickerson fired the ball to the 
front of the goal into a crowd, 
where an FIT player tapped 
the ball past teammate keeper 
Greg Dryer. 
UCF scored once more 
before the end of the half. At 
the 38:00 minute mark, Lamb 
shot the ball across the 
middle to Mailander who 
touched it past Dryer to lift 
the Knights to 2-0. 
Just before the UCF goal, 
an unusual event occured on 
the UCF sideline. For the 
second time in UCF soccer 
history a player received a red 
card. Mike Hernandez was 
issued a yellow card for 
obscene language and soon 
after was booted out of the 
VOLLEYBALL 
FROM PAGE 13 
Hart and Clarke led the 
ladies in the hitting 
department again, while 
Alvarez, Savage and 
McFarlane made several key 
pl'ays defensively to aid UCF. 
The Lady Knights were 
again victim to the infamous 
third game, a~ CSF 
dominated early and held on 
to win. -
The fourth game was all 
UCF. With Savage and 
Alvarez leading the defense, 
the Lady Knights cruised to a 
victory. 
game for unprintable 
comments directed at the line 
referee. 
Ironically, it was Lamb who 
was subbed in for Hernandez 
and, on his first play in, had 
an assist. 
In the second half, Mark 
Lamb headed the ball past the 
keeper after receiving 
assistance from Paul 
Innerarity and Mailander. 
The goal came 76:00 minutes 
into the game and gave the 
Knights a comfortable sead of 
3-0. 
UCF went on to score one 
more time when Mailander 
played the ball around two 
defenders and cracked it past 
the keeper to score his second 
goal of the game with about 
seven minutes remaining in 
the match. 
UCF outshot FIT 17-15. 
Cordia was credited with 11 
of the 13 saves for the 
Knights. 
Saturday, the Lady 
Knights won a 15-12, 13-15, 
15-10 and 15-5 thriller over 
conference foe Florida A & M .. 
University. 
UCF, behind the support of 
approximately 45 fans, 
played well in the first game. 
Hart, Clarke and McFarlane 
led the ladies offensively, 
while the defense was 
anchored by Savage and 
Alvarez. 
Cromer and Gass led the 
blocking for the Lady 
Knights, while Savage once 
again had a superb match 
with over thirty assists. 
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Parker fighting his way back 
by Scott Wallin 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Maury Parker isn't feeling sorry for 
himself these days. 
Instead, he's a person who believes that 
things happen for a reason, no matter how 
severe the price that must be paid. 
Parker started at UCF' s strong safety 
position last year as a 
funior. In the 
Knights' second 
game of the season 
against Southeastern 
Louisiana, he 
sustained an injury 
that severely jammed 
his football career 
·into reverse. 
During a play, 
Parker had his leg 
firmly planted in the 
turf when an 
opponent hit him in 
the chest. The only 
part of Parker's body 
that gave during the 
contact was his knee. 
He laid on the field 
of Orlando Stadium 
in agony, his knee 
twisted so badly that 
the kneecap lay 
dangling beneath his 
skin, off to the side. 
football again. 
'I though I would never get hurt,1 ' Parker 
said. "I think about it- just one freak play. I 
think what if I hadn t been in that pla ?' I 
really can't think like that because 
everything happens for a reason. It was 
probably meant to be." 
Parker was granted an injury redshirt, 
giving him two years of football eligibility 
remaining. 
He started to work 
his way back to his 
original playing form. 
But, during summer 
football workouts, his 
knee didn't react the 
way he had hoped. 
People told him he 
wasn't rehabilitating 
hard enough. 
"I was pushing 
myself hard," Parker 
said. "I knew it 
couldn't have been 
because of that. I felt 
something was 
wrong." 
UC F's now 
orthopedic physician 
examined Parker and 
determined that his 
first doctor failed to 
spot a crack in his 
kneecap. The crack 
caused the knee 
structure to disalign. 
Surgery was required 
to correct the 
problem. 
Dr. Car 1 Croft 
performed a lateral 
Donna Calloway/Central Florido Future release Operation On 
UCF's team doctor 
popped the kneecap 
back in its place and 
diagnosed Parker as 
having a dislocated 
patella (kneecap). 
Parker would be 
Maury Parker hopes to be competitive in 
alright, the doctor football again now that his surgery is over. 
told him, after the 
Parker. The bone 
leading to his knee 
had to be cut in half 
knee rested in a cast 
for four to six weeks. Some therapy had to 
follow, of course, but Parker would be ready 
and straightened to 
correctly secure the kneecap. 










Private Parties To Accommodate 35 
We Serve Weight Watcher Special: 
Seafood Delight, Vegetarian Delight 
Lunch from $2.55 Dinner from $4.25 




~ KW'Y. so 
• 
all major credit cards 






M·F 11:00-10 pm 
S&S 11:30-lOpm 
- Now playing at your local apartment complex -
Don't Waste Your Rent Money. 
Invest In Your Parent's Future .. 
rent from them/ 
Quadruplexes available within walking 
distance of campus. Live in one unit, 
rent the other three. 
Asking $186,000.00 






• Washer/Dryer hookups 
• Vertlcals & Mini-Blinds 
• New buildings In excellent shape 
• Owner Financing ovallable 
•Model Open 
Outstanding Investment and 
Appreciation Potential 
CoMREAL, INC. 629-1466 
AGENT (EVES.) 788-0400 
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U .C.F. Beach Boys Hoineconting Concert Quiz: j 
Ways To Get To The Homecoming Concert: A) W a1k 18 miles along I 
W the East-West Expressway and wear out a perfectly good pair of I 
~ tennis shoes. B) Go by the Horse and Buggy Service sponsored by ·1~ 
i Wofford College. C)Start digging a tunnel to the T-Bowl yesterday. 
~ D) Rent a dromedary camel and a shovel. E) Fly People's Express. I 
Ir:,:. •Fa
1 
.~~t1?1~nce1:~?1~~ G).~tud~nt-c~ove~~~~.~~ee Buses. i•'·l· ~·!·ici 
FRANKIE SAYS "CHOOSE G "! 
Free Bus Rides To The Homecoming Concert 
Another service sponsored by Student Government for YOU!!! 
Buses Leave Behind the Student Center Auditorium 
at 11:30 a.m. And Return After The Concert And Game. 
No Horsing Around ... 







































ERD ... IS HERE FOR YOUI 
===TE/Ill~ WE CAN HELP! 
**************;~:=~:~:.:::=~**:*:**:*:*:;*> 
WHAT IS L.E.A.D. TEAM? The Leadership Education & Development Team is a 60 member 
group of Upperclassmen that will be working with all freshman this Fall. As the 2nd part of the 
Orientation process through our Big Brother/Big Sister Program, each freshman will be assigned a 
L.E.A.D. Big Brother/Big Sister who will first contact you mid-October . 
WHAT'S A BIG BROTHER/BIG SISTER FOR? It's a contact with an older, more experienced 
student on campus who can be contacted if you ever have any questions or problems with yo.ur very 
important first semester at UCF. Additionally, your Big Brother/Big Sister will bE! meeting with 
you 3 times this Fall to discuss specific areas and potential problems you may have becoming 
accustomed to college life . 
WHAT SHOULD YOU DO IF YOU ARE NOT CONTACTED? If for any reason you are not 
contacted by mid-October, please call the Student director of L.E.A.D. Scott Garrison at 275-
2191(Student Government Offices) and we will make sure that you are a part of the program. In the 
meantime, please feel free to call the above number at anytime if you ever have any problems or 













































FROM PAGE 13 
them. Four of their receptions 
were nullified by penalties. 
Linebacker Wyatt Bogan 
played well. But, overall, our 
defense had its worst day of 
the year, as did our special 
teams. 
Saturday's homecoming 
game with Wofford is 
importent to us. We are still 
hopeful of achieving our goal 
of winning eight games. 
We've got to win this game. 
With the Beach Boys 
concert, we are anticipating a 
record crowd at Orlando 
PARKER 
FROM PAGE 17 
The surgery is now six 
weeks old, leaving Parker 
sporting a scar, about four 
inches in length, below his 
kneecap. He is in the process 
of taking legal action against 
his original doctor. 
For now he is forced to 
hobble around campus with 
the aid of a cane and a full leg 
brace. The leg beneath the 
brace is atrophyed from its 
lack of use. It is no match for 
his still muscular right leg. 
Parker's new position at the 
football games is in the 
pressbox. He helps WKIS 
radiq announcers John 
Anthony and Don Jonas 
identify players during the 
games. He enjoys the work 
since he is majoring in 
radio/television, but he aches 
to be down on the field. 
''I miss the game alot,'' he 
Stadium. 
Something came up at 
EKU which I hope we can use 
as a lesson in crowd conduct. 
Their fans were rude and 
insulting to our players, 
coaches and fans. Our actions 
represent the University of 
Central Florida. 
We have an obligation to 
conduct ourselves with the 
highest degree of gracious 
conduct to the visiting team 
and their fans. 
I am hopeful that our 
students and fans will always 
conduct themselves with 
class and dignity. We'll see 
you and the Beach Boys 
Saturday at Homecoming. 
said. "I'm really hungry. If 
I'm able to play in spring 
practice, I '11 play with the 
intensity of a season." 
Fellow teammates keep 
Parker's spirits high. He 
remains confident that he will 
return to .football for his final 
year. There are times, 
however~ when the fallen 
athlete feels a need to release 
built up aggression. 
"I kind of get angry, but 
then who do I get angry at?" 
he said. "Do I get angry at 
the person who hit me? He 
was just playing his game. Do 
I get angry !t myself? I was 
where I was supposed to be. I 
really can't get angry at 
anyone. I really can't feel 
sorry for myself." 
One of the more interesting 
things Parker misses about 
football is an opportunity to 
win the player of the game 
award given by the coaches. 
One award he has a good 
chance of winning is 
comeback player of the year. 
- - -
- -
- -- -- _.:'-:._~ - =-=---- -
FOOTBALL 
FROM PAGE 13 
intimidating ten man rush, were caught 
roughing the kicker. 
EKU took a 20-7 lead after a field goal set 
up when Harold Torren5 picked off a Slack 
pass. The pass was intended for senior tight 
end Mac Lantrip, who tipped the 
underthrown ball into the hands of Torrens. 
The Colonels built up a 27-7 lead when 
safty Pat Smith returned a Slack interception 
39 yards for a touchdown. Slack, after 
scrambling from an EKU rush, threw the ball 
to Smith, the leading Division I-AA pass 
snatcher in the nation. 
Junior quarterback Tony Lanham took 
over the offense from Slack on the next 
possession. He completed 21 of 33 passes for 
302 yards and 2 touchdowns. 
After Lanham's first drive at quarterback 
stalled, EKU put together a 13 play, 76-yard 
touchdown drive, eating up six minutes of the 
clock in the process. The Knights pass 
prevent defense failed on a touchdown 
reception by Alvin Blount from Mike 
Whitaker. 
The defense gave up 298 yards of rushing 
by nine different EKU backs. 
SOCCER · 
FROM PAGE 15 
the tournament. The goal broke a six game 
regulation play shutout by UCF goalkeepers 
Amy Allman and backup freshman Kim 
Bailey. 
Carter countered on a breakaway goal in 
which she outran two Huntingdon defenders 
and then burned the charging goalkeeper 
with a low shot. 
Thomas then scored three of the next seven 
goals for the Lady Knights. 
''She finally kicked her game loose,'' Rudy 
said. "She had been struggling. We were 
really pleased to see her do so well that final 
game.'' 
Thomas said that UCF's performance 
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The only bright spot for the UCF defense 
came ·hen junior saf Keith Evans picked 
off his fifth pa s, breaking a UCF record held 
by three UCF players. 
The pla ' coupled with a 32- ard scramble 
by Lanham, set up a 29-yard Ed O'Brien field 
goal a te first half ended. 
Early in the third quarter, EKU silenced all 
second-half comeback attempts when John 
Klingel intercepted a Lanham pass, giving 
EKU the ball at the UCF 32. Four plays later, 
EKU took a 41-10 lead on Crawford's six 
yard run. 
Two touchdown receptions by junior 
tailback Robert Ector accounted for the 
Knights second half points. A fumble 
recovery by junior linebacker Br• a 
Hessinger set up the last touchdown. 
EKU scored 10 points in between Ector's 
touchdown catches, including a 32-yard 
touchdown run by Mike Cadore. 
Oddly, UCF had more total yards than 
EKU 450 yards to 336, including 65 net 
yards rushing which is twice what the top 
Division I-AA defense in the nation facing 
the rush gives up. 
Once again, UCF was penalized heavily. 
UCF lost 151 yards on 15 penalties, 
compared to nine penalties for 72 yards by 
EKU. 
"shows us our potential and shows that we 
have the potential to beat Carolina if we play 
the style we did." 
Senior midfielder Cindy Jones and 
sophomore midfielder Laurie Hayden 
accounted for four of the Lady Knights goals 
with scoring two a piece. 
Thomas, with a goal in the game against 
Berry and Jones, with goals against Berry 
and Boca Raton led the Lady Knights scoring 
attack in the tourney with four goals each. 
Carter came in second with a three goal 
weekend. Hayden had two and Akers, 
Kessler, Gozley and Murchland each had a 
goal. 
Huntingdon goalkeeper, whose strong play 
put her team into the finals after surprising 
Florida International in overtime, said of 
UCF, "I thought they were pretty 
phenominal." 
PHYLLIS OLIVA 
Human Service & Resources 
. DRUG/ ALCOHOL 
EVALUATIONS 
counseling 
767-0039 (24 HRS) 
State Licensed 
150 S. East Lake St. 
Longwood, FL 32750 
• Urine Analysis 
e IND. Family 
• Adolescents 
TRAIN WITH THE NUCLEAR INDUSTRY'S 
LEADER,ANDYOU COULD END UP 
LEADING THE INDUSTRY. 
i=';ifrll·H·l;frfolij!WM§;M%i·lli[.]fli1 
1 HAIR CUTS!! I 
I x SALON PRICE I 
I I Over half the nuclear reactors in 
America are operated by one 
organization. The Navy. 
The technology is the most ad-
vanced in the world. The men in 
charge are the industry s best. That's 
why the Navy Nuclear Propulsion 
Officer Candidacy Program is the 
mo t ophi ticated training available. 
It ha to be. 
College juniors and eniors who 
qualify for the program can earn 
$1,100 a month while till in hool. 
In additi n, y u get a $4,000 bonu 
upon entrance into the program, and 
an additi nal 2.()00 when u c m-
plet ur Naval tudie . 
nd a an ffi in today' 
u I r y, ) u re ei e a ·ear 
NAY OFFI GO 
of paid graduate-level training- gain-
ing the experience and credentials 
that can put you at the forefront of 
the nuclear industry. 
You must t U.S. citizen 26Yi 
years of age or younger upon com-
missioning, working toward a 
bachelor's or master's degree. You 
must also have completed a 
minimum of one year each of 
calculus and calculus-based physics 
with a "B" average or better. 
So if you've started thinking about 
a career in the nuclear field, think 
about tarting at the top. You can 
apply after your ophomore year. 
Call Navy Management Programs for 
more information: 1-800-342-8123. 
PON IBILIT FAST. 
I• SHMP., CUT & BLOWDRY ................. $6.00 I 
1
• WET CUT (12 & UNDER) ..................... $3.50 I 
I . PERM ....................................................... $18.00 I 
I . COLOR ................................................... $1_ 5.00 I 
! ROffLER00 ! 
I HAIR DESIGN I COSMETOLOGY COLLEGE I 
I 115433 Lake Howell Rd. HOURS: 937 St. Rd. 436 I Winter Park Altamonte Springs I 
I 862·4700 lOam-S:30pm 657-0700 I 
11 
Mon. - Fr1. I 
Hwy L36 Hwy. 436 
--~1----- Sat. ___ ....., ___ I 
I = ~ 9 am-5:30 pm :g~ ~~ 
L ~ .D ;;. lake Howell Rd. Work Don• ay Sludenll :c "' (Ol) I 
-------------- II 
-
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